ORDER BLANK

Three in our Old China Hand Histories series:
PERMANENTLY TEMPORARY - FROM BERLIN TO SHANGHAI
IN HALF A CENTURY by Tess Johnston ($20)
TWO VIEWS OF CHINA:
MISSY'S CHINA and PEKING SUN SHANGHAI MOON,
edited by Tess Johnston (sold as a set, $45)
Two more edited by Tess Johnston:
THAT LAST GLORIOUS SUMMER, 1939 SHANGHAI <-> JAPAN
by Rena Krasno ($20)
SHANGHAI BOY SHANGHAI GIRL, LIVES IN PARALLEL
by George Wang and Betty Barr ($20)

SHANGHAI ART DECO -$80
ART DECO – SHANGHAI AND MIAMI BEACH ($35)
A LAST LOOK -REVISITED –
WESTERN ARCHITECTURE IN OLD SHANGHAI ($58)
NEAR TO HEAVEN – WESTERN ARCHITECTURE IN CHINA'S
OLD SUMMER RESORTS (sold out)
GOD AND COUNTRY –
WESTERN RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE IN OLD CHINA ($50)
FAR FROM HOME -WESTERN ARCHITECTURE IN CHINA’S
NORTHERN TREATY PORTS ($50)
The Last Colonies – WESTERN ARCHITECTURE IN
China’s Southern Treaty Ports ($50)
Hallowed Halls -PROTESTANT COLLEGES IN OLD CHINA ($50)
Frenchtown Shanghai -WESTERN ARCHITECTURE IN
Shanghai’s Old French Concession ($58)
The Old Villa Hotels of Shanghai (sold out)
Golden XuJiahui ($50)
A TREASURE TROVE – EXHIBITS FROM THE
SHANGHAI BANKING MUSEUM ($58)
CHINESE SPECIMENS PRINTED BY THE AMERICAN
BANK NOTE COMPANY (3 volumes, $150/set)
TREASURE HOUSES – HISTORIC BUILDINGS OF THE
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK OF CHINA ($58)
In the Heart of the French Concession ($58)
Yangpu, Where History Lives On ($58)
Discover QINGPU – SHANGHAI’S VIBRANT NEW TOWNSHIP ($58)
Shanghai Vertical ($70)
Strangers Always - A JEWISH FAMILY IN WARTIME SHANGHAI
($20)
Between Two Worlds – Lessons Learned in Shanghai
by George Wang and Betty Barr) ($20)
I LOVE CHINA, by Eleanor Margaret Wang  
edited by George Wang and Betty Barr) ($25)  
LANES OF CHANGING FORTUNES – SIX SHANGHAI WALKS ($20)  
PATTERNS OF THE PAST – SIX MORE SHANGHAI WALKS ($20)  
STILL MORE SHANGHAI WALKS - SHANGHAILANDERS &  
SHANGHAIANESE: WHERE THEY LIVED, WORKED & PLAYED ($20)  
EMIGRANTEN ADRESSBUCH, a facsimile of a 1939 listing of  
Jewish refugees in Shanghai (sold out)  

Please send me _____ copies of ______________________________  

______________________________  
at US$ __________ each, plus postage (see rates below).  

NAME (PRINT!)______________________________  

ADDRESS ________________________________  

Postage rates in China have risen over 25% while the dollar has lost 25%  
in value – a bad situation for book mailing! So I must now ask you to  
ADD IN (surface mail) postage: $5.00 for $20 books; $15.00 for books  
over $30.00; and $25.00 for A LAST LOOK REVISITED and SHANGHAI  
ART DECO.  

Send order blank and check made out to TESS JOHNSTON  
in US dollars (on a U.S. bank only.  
(For European and Australian orders contact Tess re payment method.)  

Mail orders to:  

Tess Johnston  
Old China Hand Research Service  
158 Xinle Lu, #503  
Shanghai 200031, China  

Or you may email me your order and I will mail it while awaiting your  
check.  
Emails: tessinshanghai@yahoo.com or tessjohnston@ssbg.com.cn